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Shavano
Neutron Equivalent Dose Meter

Solid State Neutron Detection
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Shavano
Neutron Equivalent Dose Meter
Highlights:
The Shavano Neutron Detector is a highly portable solid-state neutron dose meter.
It is composed of 8 detectors capable of capturing and counting neutrons in the energy
range of thermal to 15 MeV and reports cps (counts per second) or dose rem/hr. Some of
its features include an auto-scale dose range (urem/hr, mrem/hr, rem/hr) and an easily
read backlit LCD display that reads out device temperature, battery life, neutron
equivalent dose, and neutron count levels with backlight. Coming in at 8 lbs, the Shavano
is easily field deployable with an estimated run time of 400 hrs (minimum 200 hours) on
4 CR123A batteries.
Specifications
Detection Range: 0.025 eV to 15 MeV
Reference Neutron Sources:
Cf-252;
OUO (sorry...)

Dynamic Range: Auto Adjust
0.1 – 999.9 mrem/hr
1.0 – 10.0
rem/hr
Weight: 8 lbs. 0.3 oz.

Gamma Response: less than 1 in 106

Output reading: mrem/hr (rem/hr)

Angular Response: Less than 10%
detection loss at 45 and 90 degrees

Panel Controls: Backlight, Power, Reset

Detector Limit: <140 kcps
Response Time: <50 mrem/hr: <30 sec.
Response Time: 0.05 to < 1 rem/hr: <10
sec.
Response Time: >1 rem/hr: < 5 sec

Time Constant: 10 second moving
average window
Internal Controls: Automatic
temperature correction
Humidity Control: TBD
Software requirements: Windows XP or
Later

Power Supply: 4 CR123A Li Batteries
Operating Temp: -10 – 50° C

External Connections: Blue Tooth LE,
Calibration cable
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Shavano
Section 1: GENERAL INFORMATION
1.1 Device Overview
The Shavano is a solid-state neutron detector for determining dose levels of 0.025
eV to 14 MeV neutrons using solid state based detection methods. Information
contained within this technical manual describes the procedures for operating,
maintaining, and calibrating the Shavano detection system.
1.2 Description of Functions
The Shavano neutron detector is a user-friendly system providing dose
measurements with a minimum of effort. Readouts from the detector are displayed on
an LCD with user selectable on/off backlight for operation in low light situations.
Panel buttons also allow the user control of dose calculation resetting. Information on
measured dose, counts per second, detected energy range, and battery level are
displayed in an easy to read format on the LCD display.
1.3 Supplied Equipment
Upon purchase of a Shavano detection package, the following equipment is
delivered
-

1 (one) Shavano detector
4 (four) CR123A batteries
1 (one) calibration unit
Software for unit calibration
1 (one) user/technical manual
On-call technical assistance
1(one) Carrying case
1 (one) iPod Touch installed with the neuDose App
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Section 2: INSTALLATION
2.1 Unpacking the Device
To unpack the device: remove from shipping carton and remove all protective
wrapping and tape covering the device. Remove and unwrap all accessories to the
detector unit (batteries, calibration unit, etc.).
2.2 Inspection
Prior to shipping all Shavano units are inspected for damage and operationally
tested. Before using the device the unit should be inspected for damage during
shipment.
Inspect the Shavano unit and accessories for obvious signs of shipping damage
including cracks, scratches, broken displays, and missing parts. Report any and all
issues to U2D Inc. technical support immediately.
2.3 Battery Installation
Using a flat head screwdriver, remove the retaining screw holding the battery
panel closed. With the screw fully loosened, the panel door can be removed exposing
the battery harness and the calibration connector. With the door removed old batteries
can be removed and/or new batteries installed. Install new batteries (4 - CR123A)
noting orientation.
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Figure 1: Rear of device, battery compartment closed.
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Figure 2: Battery compartment with door removed.

Do not use any batteries whose housing looks to be corroded, cracked, or warped.
Do not use any batteries whose power level or operational hours cannot be
determined. Do not use any batteries other than the required CR123A. To minimize
any operational issues, do not mix batteries from multiple manufactures or batteries
with different operational hours logged. Replacement CR123A batteries can be found
at most electronic and hardware stores, as well as ordered online.
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Section 3: OPERATION
3.1 Powering ON/OFF
With the batteries loaded per section 2.3 turn the power to the device on by
depressing the On/Off button located near the display (see figure 3). Once operation
is complete, the detector can be powered down by depressing the On/Off switch once
more. With new batteries installed the device will run for a minimum of 200
operational hours.

Figure 3: Image of the Shavano display and control buttons with key features labeled.

3.2 Operating Procedure
With the unit powered on, point the unit at the probable location of neutron
emissions. “Wait” will be displayed on the display as the unit begins to detect neutrons
and calculate the dose. Depending on proximity and strength of the source, dose
calculations may take from five to fifteen seconds. During operation the device will
continue to update the dose reading at 1-second intervals. The user should constantly be
aware of the dose units, as the unit is auto-changing and can alternately change from
mrem/hr to rem/hr and back as it updates the scale.
In the event the device is not pointing in the direction of an emission source, the
device will direct the user to reposition the device. When a neutron source is behind the
user, the display will display “Behind”, indicating that the user must turn 180°. After
turning 180°, the user should press reset and wait for the display to update. Following this
procedure will ensure the device is pointing towards the source.
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In low light situations, the display may be illuminated using the backlight feature.
To activate backlight feature, press and hold the backlight button.
In instances of low neutron emissions (large distance from source or weak
sources), the body of the user can act as a moderator and therefore result in incorrect
readings. For this reason it is suggested that the user hold the unit at a comfortable
distance to their side, not directly in front of their body or resting against their legs.
Alternatively the unit may be left unattended while the dose is calculated.
3.3 Blue Tooth Functionality and iOS ‘neuDose’ App
The Shavano is capable of broadcasting over a blue tooth connection. Once paired
with a Blue Tooth LE compatible device the user can observe the total counts per second
and dose. An available iOS App can also display a real-time plot of total counts from all
of the detectors as a function of time. Please contact U2D Inc. for more details.
To operate the neuDose App simply touch the App named ‘neuDose’ on the home
page of the iPod Touch provided in the kit. Once in the App you should see the neuDose
unit broadcasting with an RSSI signal strength. To connect to the unit:
1) Press ‘Connect All’ and wait for the # of Connections to change to ‘1’
2) Once connected you have an option of a Digital or Graphical Display
a. Simply touch the type of display at the bottom of the iPod Touch App
3) In ‘Digital Display’ you will have available: Device Status, Dose, CPS,
Material Identified # (see OUO manual for decoding of the material),
Temperature, Noise Threshold Level, and Battery Status.
4) The data collection can be Stopped or Started using the ‘Start’ and ‘Stop’
buttons (this is useful if the internal data collection is used; as of this time the
internal collection is in Alpha testing and may not be available).
5) The -/+ button can be used to adjust the Noise Threshold. If a system is giving
false counts this can be used to mitigate them.
6) The ‘Graph Display’ has similar functionality to the ‘Digital Display’ but
shows it graphically. The file saving feature in this portion of the App is in
Beta testing and should be functional at this time.
7) A better description of how to use the file saving features will be included in a
future version of this manual.
3.4 Data Retrieval
While running the iOS App a CSV data file is created. In the CSV file is a list of
neutron counts, dose, and their time stamp. Data collection begins once the application
starts up and continues until the application is stopped or the device is turned off.
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3.5 Custom Spectra Collecting and Loading
Features are immediately available to collect (and output) complete neutron
energy spectra. Features are also immediately available to upload custom user defined
spectra for use in matching, identification, and dose calculation. Please contact U2D
technical support for assistance. Future versions of the user manual will include a detailed
guide for performing spectra collection and loading.
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Section 4: Maintenance
4.1 Case maintenance
The exterior housing (case) of the Shavano is low maintenance and requires only
routine cleaning to remove debris, grease, and other contaminants from use.
4.2 Power Maintenance
To conserve power and extend operational hours, turn off unit when not being
used. If power level drops below an acceptable level the unit will display “loBat”
signaling a need to replace the batteries.
4.3 Calibration
Calibration is rather simple but involves several steps that the end user may not be
readily familiar with. The procedure is described here but tech support is available to help
during normal business hours. A quick phone call, or email, to us can alleviate hours of
frustration. Calibration of the Shavano is accomplished using software and calibration
equipment supplied with the detector.
It is recommended to calibrate with a known neutron source with known emission
rate. At a height of 1 meter, the Shavano should be placed at the center of the room away
from any neutron moderating or scattering type materials. The calibration source should
be placed at the same height of 1 meter. The distance away from the Shavano that the
neutron source should be located is dependent on the emission rate of the source. A
distance of 0.5 meters is suggested for smaller neutron sources (such as the 69 ng CF-252
used for factory calibration). The neutron source should not be located near any
moderating or scattering types of materials.
1) The BLE Update software located on the supplied CD should be installed on a
computer running Windows XP or later versions. The CC Debugger drivers
need to be loaded as described in the CC Debugger quick start guide.
2) Gain access to the calibration cable of the device by removing the battery
compartment door.
3) Plug the CC Debugger USB connector and 10-pin connectors into the
appropriate ports of the calibration unit and the Windows based computer
system.
4) Power the Shavano on and press the rest button on the CC Debugger. The
light on the CC Debugger should turn from red to green.
5) Copy the folder named “Mark85Calibration” (‘neuDoseC_Sandbox’ should
be used instead if the iPod Touch is to be utilized) to your personal
computer.
a. The only file that is to be edited is “np.bgs”. Editing of any other
files may cause improper device functionality!
6) Using text editing software, edit appropriate lines of code, shown in Figure 4,
in the file named “np.bgs”. The code works in integer math so DO NOT use
decimal values.
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a. To adjust the overall dose, change the value for “doseadj”. Note that a
value of 12 would multiply by 1.2. Note that the factory setting may
not necessarily be a multiplier of 1 (i.e. a setting of 10).
b. If your unit is giving too many false counts you may wish to adjust the
“radj” value. Values higher than the factory setting (this can be
different for each device, please refer to the value in the supplied CD)
will adjust the noise threshold of the detectors.
c. An overdose alarm is supplied with the device. The value for which
the alarm initiates can be adjusted by changing the value of “alarm”.
The factory setting is 110 mrem/hr (a value of ‘alarm = 110000’).
d. The advanced user may wish to adjust the dose multiplier for each of
the different supplied neutron source libraries (the detected library
number is displayed in the upper right corner of the LCD). These
values are set in the array “DoseScale”. Please refer to the software
supplied on the CD for factory settings.

Figure 4. Code

7) Open the BLE Update software.
8) Press the “Refresh” button to make sure the software has found the CC
Debugger.
9) Use the “Browse” button to locate the directory of your programming files.
10) Update the unit by pressing the “Update” button in the BLE Update software.
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Figure 5. Programming Window
11) During programming an alarm will sound, indicating that the unit is being
updated with the new calibration.
12) Once the alarm turns off, the unit is recalibrated.
13) Power off Shavano and disconnect calibration cables from the calibration
device.
14) Replace the calibration cable into the battery compartment of the device and
replace battery compartment door.
15) Unit is now ready for operation.
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Section 5: Troubleshooting

5.1 General Procedure
Due to the design of the Shavano model neutron equivalent dose meter, there are
only a limited number of user serviceable parts and repairs. This section of the manual
describes how to find and repair problems with the system.
5.2 Power Failure
If the unit loses power during operation or fails to power up the most likely cause
is dead or failing batteries. Replacement of the batteries according to section 2.3 should
be performed. If the unit fails to power up after battery replacement, inspect all
connections and wiring attached to the battery harness. If any wires or connections show
signs of wear, corrosion, or appear broken, they should be replaced. Replace wiring
harnesses with the appropriate part (U2D-ND-PWR-V1). Replacement of the battery
holder should be performed if the contacts on the battery holder appear corroded. Replace
the battery holder by unscrewing the battery holder mounting screws (98273A115),
removing the old battery holder and reinstalling the new one.
Continued failure of the unit to power on should be handled by calling technical
support, as the problem may be related to failure of the circuit board. User level service to
the circuit board is not possible and only trained technicians can determine the point of
failure and repair as needed.
5.3 Detector Failure
The Shavano detection unit is comprised of 8 individual detectors, with each
detector responsible for capturing neutrons from specific energy ranges. In the event one
or more of the individual detectors fails, the unit will continue to operate but may not
report neutron dose properly. As the neutron flux and dose calculation are dependent on
all 8 detectors functioning properly, it is suggested to periodically monitor the response
of the individual detectors. This can be achieved with the use of a Bluetooth paired
device set to show neutron counts while the Shavano is programmed to diagnostic mode.
While the unit is in diagnostic mode and paired with a Bluetooth compatible
device, the user should monitor the counts on each detector. If a detector fails to receive
or report any counts in the presence of a neutron source, remove the unit from active
service, as further investigation is required.
Investigating detector failure is best accomplished in a controlled environment.
1) In the presence of a known neutron source, power on the unit.
2) Pair a Bluetooth compatible device to the unit.
3) While the detector is running and collecting data, monitor which
individual detectors are failing to register counts.
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4) Open the case of the detector according to the disassembly instructions
from section 6 of this manual.
5) Investigate the suspect detectors for loose connections. Also check that
each detector is as far down as it will go in its respective moderator
slot.
6) Check wiring connections to the circuit board and ensure no wires
have become disconnected from the circuit board.
7) If step 1-7 fail to resolve the issue please contact U2D Inc. for further
instructions.
5.4 Readout Failure
As a circuit level component, repairs to the readout display are not serviceable by
the user. If at any time, the display begins behave erratically, cease using the device until
proper repairs can be made to the device. Dose measurements made with a
malfunctioning device may not be accurate.
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Section 6: Parts and images
6.1 Disassembly
It is not recommended that the end user disassemble the device. Full disassembly
of the Shavano can be accomplished following the steps below.
1) Loosen the screw holding the battery compartment access door in
place.
2) Remove the battery compartment door
3) Place the unit on its side
4) Remove the 8 hex head screws holding the two halves of the clam
shell style case together
5) Carefully remove the uppermost half of the calm shell case
6) To remove the moderator and detector stack (figure 5), carefully grasp
the moderator stack and lift up. At the same time grasp the display
panel and circuit board (figure 6) and continue to lift up. Avoid excess
twisting and bending of the detector wiring harness to prevent wire
damage
7) To remove the circuit board from the display panel, remove the four
screws mounting the circuit board to the display panel
To reassemble, follow steps 1-7.
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Figure 6: Clamshell halves of the Shavano.
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Figure 7: Exploded view of detector assembly and wiring harness.

Figure 8: Under side of the circuit board and display panel.
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6.2 Parts and Ordering
Part Number/Identifier
90295A380	
  
95154A120	
  
93250A050	
  
98273A115	
  
U2D-‐ND-‐PWR-‐V1	
  
U2D-‐ND-‐CAL-‐V1	
  
BLE	
  Update	
  v1.1.0-‐55	
  
CC-‐DEBUGGER	
  
U2D-‐NP-‐BLE-‐FV1	
  
U2D-‐NP-‐MSP-‐FV1	
  
U2D-‐NP-‐PCB-‐V3	
  
U2D-‐1050-‐KEYSTONEx4	
  
CR-‐123A*	
  
U2D-‐ND-‐CBL-‐V1	
  
D22S-‐20-‐D0010-‐V3	
  
U2D-‐ND-‐MDR-‐V1	
  
1550	
  Black	
  
U2D-‐NEUDOSE-‐MAN-‐V1.1	
  
	
  

Manufacturer
McMaster	
  Carr	
  
McMaster	
  Carr	
  
McMaster	
  Carr	
  
McMaster	
  Carr	
  
U2D	
  Inc	
  
U2D	
  Inc	
  
Bluegiga	
  
Texas	
  Instruments	
  
U2D	
  Inc	
  
U2D	
  Inc	
  
U2D	
  Inc	
  
U2D	
  Inc	
  
Panasonic	
  –	
  BSG*	
  
U2D	
  Inc	
  
RDT	
  
U2D	
  Inc	
  
Pelican	
  
U2D	
  Inc	
  
	
  

Description (Number Required)
Washer	
  (4)	
  
Nut	
  (4)	
  
Moderator	
  Stack	
  Threaded	
  Rod	
  (2)	
  
Battery	
  Mounting	
  Screw	
  (4)	
  
Power	
  Wiring	
  Harness	
  (1)	
  
Calibration	
  Wiring	
  Harness	
  (1)	
  
Calibration	
  Software	
  (1)	
  
USB	
  Calibration	
  Dongle	
  (1)	
  
BLE112	
  Firmware	
  (1)	
  
MSP430	
  Firmware	
  (1)	
  
Printed	
  Circuit	
  Board	
  (1)	
  
Battery	
  Holder	
  (1)	
  
Battery	
  (4)*	
  
Cable	
  Harness	
  (1	
  set)	
  
Neutron	
  Detector	
  (8)	
  
Moderator	
  Stack	
  (1)	
  
Carrying	
  Case	
  (1)	
  
Replacement	
  Technical	
  Manual	
  (1)	
  
	
  

All replacement parts available from U2D Inc.
Parts not manufactured by U2D Inc. can be purchased from manufacturers
directly
* CR123A batteries are available for purchase from most electronic stores,
hardware stores, and a multitude of websites
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